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Accessible from the following beaches  

Playa Porto Mari  

Description 

This is a wonderful site for all levels of divers and snorkelers alike, offering a quiet scenic beach to relax before and after your dive. Located
Willibrordus, just follow the signs and the dirt  road to the parking lot, where you pay a small fee to park and use the
snack bar. You can gear up in the parking lot, a very short walk from the water. 
 

Enter  at the beach and swim straight out towards the mooring buoy, a hundred yards from shore. Currents and swells here are light and the visibility
shallows you’ll see what look to be giant hollow golf balls, called reef balls. These were placed to help speed the reef
Lenny in 1999. The reef balls seem to be working well; they ’re placed along a snorkel trail,  making for an interesting snorkel experience.
 

Porto Mari offers a  unique double reef dive, with a hundred foot wide, fifty foot deep sandy  valley separating the inner and outer reefs. Novice divers should consider
inside this valley, diving the outside of the first reef and the inside of the second reef.  
 
Spotted Snake Eels can often be found buried in the sand, with Triggerfish, Squirrelfish, Goatfish, and Gobies

 
The outside of the second reef runs from 30 feet to below 130 feet; it’s in very good shape with Gorgonians and Stony
wide sandy channels that run 120 feet deep; keep an eye on your depth gauge while crossing.  Barracuda, Groupers, Sting Rays, and Eagle Rays are often seen in this
area.   

The dive site has two forms of spelling, Porto Marie and PortoMari.  This is intentional. Originally the Plantation was known as Porto Marie,

over, the name was changed to Plantages "Porto Mari". The beach area is now known as Playa "Porto Mari".

Events  
JANUARY 2007  

Carnival 2007  
 

FEBRUARY 2007 

Curacao tours  
 

Horse Parade  
 

MARCH 2007  

Vacation Expo Curacao  
 

MAY 2007 

Curacao Jazz Festival  
 

Curacao Dive Festival  
 

JULY 2007 

Curacao Salsa Tour  
 

Jan-Mar 

Feb 

11 Feb 

15 -18 Mar 

25 -26 May 

May -2 Jun 

29jul-5aug 

Curacao Actief 
For all your personalized and active tours: Diving, Biking, Hiking, Sailing or just Touring the rough countryside.  

Beaches and more... What our customers say All about Curacao  Links Contact Us

Diving & Snorkeling 

Boats+watersports 

Eco Safari and Cultural tours 

Mountain Biking 

Hiking 

Dancing 
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Dive type: 
 

Suitability: 
All levels. Excellent for snorkeling especially in the westerly direction at Boca Hunku where you can rest before returning. This Bay is
owned. 

Photography: close-up and wide angle 

Underwater view: between 20 and 35m 

Current little or no current 

Drive & dive 

map: 25 
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The information on this website has been carefully researched. If you notice anything that you feel is incorrect, please 
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